The Laws of the Universe
You know there are more laws into play than just one!
Yes, the law of attraction, the laws of creation, the laws of
reciprocity and many more..
Learn 9 powerful Laws and Principles in this 8 CD INVISIBLE
TRUTH audio course.


What people are saying about this course:


Kim Aviles-Goodhinesodhines wrote about Invisible Truth course:
"I am on C D # 5 and I AM SOOOOO SORRY i didn't get these
before - i have notes like crazy - and on a serious note my entire
thinking has changed. this is somethings that i can so relate to
because its so spiritual.... I am HONESTLY in HEAVEN - I am so
excited..."
"As a supplier to numerous networking companies and their
distributors, I highly recommend Invisible Truth. This key tool
supports personal growth and group growth for any company.
This is on the ʻAʼ list for business success, producing excellent
results."
Nathan Cox, Sound Concepts
Some of the powerful tools you will learn to use in this
course:
CDs 1-4 shows you clearly, and in detail explain the 9 laws or
principles to show you the correct and most effective way to move
directed, controlled, organized energy in your favor.


CD 5 shows you how to make the laws or principles work for you
for the positive, and also, how to move yourself from feeding the
senses of the external body to feeding the senses of the internal

soul and the unlimited manifestations it holds. This CD is
powerful!!!


CD 6 shows you how to scientifically change your subconscious
mind. Your subconscious mind is the curator of your
manifestations. It oversees the collection of materials that your
conscious mind gives it, and shapes it into reality in your life. To
recreate your world as you choose, you must give your
subconscious mind new materials to create with.


CD 7 shows you how Power Groups work from the inside out in
the metaphysical form, a super natural force that guides you to
the actualization of the things that you choose. With Power
Groups, everyone is equal, regardless of their position in life. The
laws of Nature/Universe or God are the same for everyone. The
laws show no favoritism.
CD 8 shows you examples of life experiences and how to change
them using the nine laws or principles in "Invisible Truth" You will
learn how to recreate your situations by the examples given within
CD 8. Knowing and following the laws and principles, will give you
unchallenged, continuous abundance in your life. Study, know
and practice, and "Invisible Truth" will deliver a confident freedom.
To receive a special discount go to www.invisibletruth.info NoW!

NINE POWERFUL LAWS AND PRINCIPLES TO LIVE BY
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